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Nomenclature 

ctca – contact radius of a single asperity; nA – expansion 

coefficient; nomA – nominal contact area; ctcA – contact 

area of a single asperity;  sA - contact area of a single as-

perity considering adhesion; d – loading displacement; sd

– real loading displacement considering adhesion; 
*E – 

equivalent Young's modulus; adF – adhesive force; sF – 

contact force of a single asperity considering adhesion; 

ctcF - contact force of a single asperity; h - height of a sin-

gle sinusoidal-shaped asperity; h – average height of as-

perities; n – expansion order; N – total asperity number; 

R – radius of asperity summits; U – elastic strain energy; 

v – Poisson's ratio; w – half-width of a single asperity; z – 

asperity height;  – surface energy;  – surface rough-

ness, / h ;  – deformation of a single asperity;  – 

width of a single sinusoidal asperity;  – standard devia-

tion. 

1. Introduction 

The adhesive contact problems between solids are 

important in mechanical and biological fields, such as Mi-

cro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) [1, 2], cell ad-

hesion, adhesive pads of animal feet [3 – 5], etc. The accu-

rate solution of adhesive contact can provide theoretical 

basis for designing wall-climbing robots and super adhe-

sive materials. Since the adhesive effect plays an important 

role in microscale contact problems, it is challenging and 

critical to develop traditional adhesion models and propose 

proper adhesive models between elastic solids. The basic 

adhesion theories, i.e., JKR theory [6], DMT theory [7, 8] 

and tabor theory [9] use rigid sphere and soft elastic sub-

strate to determine the adhesion effect.  

By far, one of the best-known theories for adhe-

sion is JKR theory, which has been developed for many 

different types of contacts. JKR discussed the contact be-

tween an elastic sphere with radius R and a rigid plane: the 

attraction force between the two objects (van der Waals 

forces) forms a neck when the elastic sphere comes into 

contact with a smooth surface, and the corresponding ad-

hesion force can be calculated by a simple expression. In 

research and engineering, JKR theory is more commonly 

used to describe adhesive contacts because it predicts ad-

hesion relatively well, even in the scope of DMT theory. 

However, the JKR model assumes that the rigid indenter is 

spherical and the overall deformation is assumed to be 

small enough, which limits its application in surface analy-

sis of high loading condition and complex surface topogra-

phy.  

On the one hand, in terms of loading conditions, 

adhesion response of spherical asperities (JKR theory) is 

predicted according to Hertz solution, which is based on 

small strain assumptions. For example, Ciavarella [10] 

suggested a simple closed form solution to the adhesive 

contact problem under JKR regime. Prokopovich et al [11] 

proposed the application range of JKR theory by compar-

ing the theoretical and experimental results, which pro-

vides the application range of JKR theory. Similar JKR-

based models also include the refined adhesive model pro-

posed by Hui et al [12], which provides a continuum me-

chanics approach to solve this adhesive problem. The 

above JKR-based methods restricted the loading conditions 

to small strain conditions. According to the original JKR 

theory, the loading process is assumed to be predicted by 

Hertzian solution, and then it is unloaded at the constant 

contact area. However, the Hertzian solution itself is not 

valid for high contact pressure, which will influence the 

unloading process when considering adhesion effect. As a 

result, the exact adhesive effect should be determined ac-

cording to an improved analytical solution for the mechan-

ical behaviors of a single indentation model. Therefore, it 

is necessary to propose a new analytical solution for rigid 

indenters in contact with an elastic half-space substrate 

which is still valid for high load conditions, especially for 

near complete contact.  

On the other hand, since the surface morphology 

is determined by the shape of single indenter and the sur-

face roughness parameters, the adhesion and contact re-

sponse are very sensitive to these two quantities. Many 

theories have been proposed to investigate the adhesion 

effect between surfaces: some based on single asperity, 

while others based on multi-asperities, such as contact be-

tween rough surfaces [15]. So, it is critical to investigate 

the influence of indenter profiles and roughness parameters 

of rough surface on adhesion. For example, despite the 

JKR-related spherical indenter [13], one-dimensional wavy 

surface [14], elliptical-shaped asperity [15], cylinder asper-

ity [16], and the comparison of different profiles [17] have 

been studied in detail. However, although spherical indent-

ers are widely used in the study of adhesive contact, rough 

surface profile measurements [18] clearly show that a si-

nusoidal description is much more realistic than a circular 

asperity geometry, but the rigorous treatment of adhesive 

contact for three-dimensional sinusoidal indenter is still 

lack of investigation. In addition to the commonly used 
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spherical and sinusoidal-shaped indenter, the cone shape 

[19] is especially suitable for measuring the mechanical 

properties of soft materials in nano-indentation experi-

ments [20]. By far, few studies paid attention to the adhe-

sion response of single sinusoidal, cone shaped indenter, 

and rough surface analysis considering the influence of 

indenter shape under high loading conditions. In addition, 

some attempts have also been recently made to estimate 

the effect of adhesion between elastic rough solids with 

roughness following Gaussian distribution [21] and fractal 

dimensions [10, 22]. However, the relationship between 

surface roughness and adhesion effect is still an open topic. 

Since the characteristics of surface roughness are com-

posed of two random parameters: indenter shape and 

height distribution, it is necessary to accurately describe 

the geometric properties and adhesive behavior of different 

shape indenters, which can capture the effect of roughness 

caused by roughness itself on contact and adhesion.  

Considering the problems in current researches, in 

this paper, we establish an analytical adhesive model for 

indentation problems, and propose a discrete rough surface 

model. What should be emphasized is that our model 

greatly improves the prediction accuracy of contact rela-

tionship under high loading conditions, which provides a 

different perspective of characterizing and analysing the 

mechanical properties for rough surface. The paper is or-

ganized as follows: in Section 2, we derive the analytical 

solutions for spherical indenter, sinusoidal indenter and 

cone-shaped indenter in contact with a soft elastic half-

space, and especially focus on the contact relationship un-

der high contact pressure. Based on the analytical results in 

Section 2, the adhesion effect is considered in the frame of 

JKR theory, and a comparison of the predictions of adhe-

sion model with different shapes is presented in Section 3. 

Then, a new discrete model considering adhesion for rough 

surface is proposed in Section 4, and the influence of sur-

face properties (surface roughness and surface energy) to 

the contact responses has been discussed. Finally, we 

summarize our results in Section 5. Although the classical 

Hertz model can describe the contact response between 

solids under the assumption of small deformation, it ig-

nores the influence of adhesive force, and the adhesive 

effect plays an important role in micro scale contact prob-

lems. Our model improves the accuracy of traditional con-

tact model and JKR adhesive model, and provides theoreti-

cal basis for the design of adhesion biomimetic materials 

and MEMS systems. 

2. Elastic response of rigid indenters with different pro-

files in contact with a soft elastic substrate 

2.1. Model description 

Different shapes of asperities could have the same 

equivalent curvature radius but they may have different 

mechanical properties. In this section, we consider elastic 

contact responses of various profiles of indenters, but the 

main attention is paid to accurate solutions for high contact 

pressure. For a single asperity, when the ratio of the inden-

tation depth and the asperity height is close to 1, we term it 

as “near complete contact”. We do not use the contact area 

fraction to define a complete contact because the substrate 

surface will be depressed significantly under high loading 

conditions, and the contact area predicted by the theoretical 

solution will be deviated from the real situation.  

 

                       a                                              b 

 

                       c                                              d 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the contact model between different 

profiles of indenters and a soft elastic substrate: a) 

rigid spherical indenter; b) rigid sinusoidal indenter; 

c) rigid cone-shaped indenter; d) coordinate system 

and contact region geometry 

Let us consider an elastic contact between a rigid 

indenter with different geometry profiles in contact with an 

elastic half-space, as shown in Fig. 1. The radius of curva-

ture at the tip of the sinusoidal indenter in Fig. 1b is the 

same as the radius of the spherical indenter in Fig. 1a. The 

value of h/w for the sinusoidal indenter in Fig. 1b is the 

same as the tangential value tan(θ) of the cone-shaped in-

denter in Fig. 1c. For this contact problem, the geometric 

relationship of the contact region and the coordinate sys-

tem diagram are shown in Fig. 1d. For the point on the 

rigid indenter where the radial distance is r, the total load-

ing displacement d can be divided into two parts: 

 ( ),zd u g x= +  (1) 

where: the indentation depth of the point on the surface is 

uz, and the gap between the rigid indenter and the horizon-

tal line is denoted as g(x). 

2.2. Analytical solution 

In order to obtain the elastic response of a soft 

elastic substrate indented by a rigid spherical/sinusoidal 

asperity, the indenter profile can be described by z(x), 

which has the following form (Eq. (2) for spherical indent-

er and Eq. (3) for sinusoidal indenter):   

 
2 2( ) ,z x R x= −  (2) 

 
1

( ) 1 ,
2

z x h cos x
w

  
= +  

  
 (3) 

where: R represents the spherical radius; h and w represent 

the height and half-width of the asperity respectively, as 

shown in Figs. 1a, 1b.  

According to Eq. (1), when the total loading dis-

placement is fixed, the accurate expression of g(x) directly 

affects the accuracy of uz. For the axisymmetric case, the 
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distance g(x) can be approximated through a Taylor expan-

sion in form of 2

nA x  where n is the order of the expan-

sion and An is the expansion coefficient (for more details, 

see Ref. [24]). The exact distance between the initial posi-

tion of the rigid spherical/sinusoidal indenter and the elas-

tic substrate can also be written in the form of Taylor ex-

pansion, which is given by:  

 ( ) 2 4 6 2

1 2 3 ,n

ng x A x A x A x A x= + + ++  (4) 

where: 
2 31

1 1
= , ,...

2 8
A

R
A

R
= for spherical indenter, and 

2 4

21

1 1
= ( ) , =- ( ) ,...

4 48
A

w
Ah h

w

 
for sinusoidal indenter.  

According to Johnson and Steuermann [23], in 

axisymmetric case, the contact force and the compression 

for a single asperity can be obtained through (Eqs. (5.20), 

(5.21) and (5.22) in Ref. [23]):  

 
* 2 14 2 4 2

,
(2 1) 1 3 (2 1)

n

nA E na n
F

n n

+
 

=
+   −

 (5) 

 
22 4 2

1
.

3 (2 1)

n

n

n
d A a

n

 
=

  −
 (6) 

Note that when the expansion order n = 1, the so-

lution for spherical indenter is essentially the classical 

Hertz solution 

1

* 2
4

( )
3

ctcF E R d= . For sinusoidal indenter, if 

one substitutes the equivalent curvature 
2

2

2w
R

h
=  into 

Hertz solution, the corresponding solution is essentially the 

classical Hertz solution as well. For small strain loading 

conditions, Hertz solution is simple in form and easy to 

use. In fact, small deformation is very difficult to control in 

the experiments, so it is necessary to use an analytical solu-

tion which is still suitable for high loading conditions.  

According to Eqs. (1 – 6), the contact force and 

contact area can be obtained under the given load. For n = 

2, the contact response for spherical indenter has the form:  

 

3
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+ − + + 

 

 

(7)
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9 12 ,
2 2

ctcA a R R R d 
 

= = − + + 
 

 (8) 

where: Fctc and Actc represent the contact force and contact 

area of this indentation model. The loading displacement is 

denoted as d, and E* represents the equivalent Young’s 

modulus, defined as: 

2 2

1 2

*

1 2

1 11 v v

E EE

− −
= + , where 1 2,E E  

and ν1, ν2 are Young’s moduli and Poisson ratios of the 

two contacting materials, respectively.  

Similarly, for sinusoidal indenter, the contact re-

sponse can be obtained:  
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 (10) 

where 2w = , representing the width of the sinusoidal 

indenter. From now on, we term Eqs. (7 – 10) as “extended 

Hertz solution”. 

Different from the flattening problem, the sub-

strate deformation away from the contact zone can be ne-

glected for present model. With the increasing defor-

mation, using the radius of curvature at the asperity tip is 

not adequate, so the Hertz solution deviates from the re-

sults of extended Hertz solution, which indicates that it is 

only valid for very small load. However, most JKR-based 

adhesion model use Hertz solution to describe the non-

adhesive contact behaviours, which will cause deviation at 

high loading conditions.  

It should be noted that the accurate solution of 

conical indenter is different from the former method be-

cause the Steuermann solution is only valid for non-

conforming surfaces, which means the initial separation 

between such surfaces in the contact region can be repre-

sented to an adequate approximation by a second-order 

polynomial. Therefore, it cannot be used for cone-shaped 

indentation problem. According to Popov [25, 26], the con-

tact response of rigid cone-shaped indenter can be solved 

according to dimensionality reduction method, which can 

be expressed as (for more details, see Appendix): 

 
2

*2
,ctc

d
F E

tan 
=  (11) 

 

2

2

4
,ctc

d
A

tan 
=  (12) 

where: ( ) /tan h w = .  

3. Adhesive contact between rigid indenters with differ-

ent profiles and a soft elastic substrate 

3.1. Basic theory 

The following analysis shows how to consider 

adhesion in terms of extended-Hertz solution. The total 

potential energy of the system is composed of three parts: 

elastic strain energy, surface energy and potential energy 

of the applied force. The entire loading process can be di-

vided into two steps, as shown in Fig. 2.  

a) If adhesive force is not taken into considera-

tion, the load can be determined according to Hertz solu-

tion when the contact area is a given value, which is the 

load path OA as in the original JKR paper [6]. However, as 

discussed in Section 2, if using Hertz solution to predict 
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adhesion effect, deviation will increase with the load in-

creasing. Therefore, the actual loading curve (path OA in 

Fig. 2) is calculated according to Eqs. (7 – 10) in Section 2. 

b) Remain the contact area Actc to be constant, rig-

id-body displacement will happen (this is load path AB as 

in the original JKR paper [6]). This displacement is un-

known, but we can find its value by a minimization proce-

dure of the total potential, as the classical Griffith crack 

problem. However, since the predicting deviation for con-

tact response exists, especially for contact area versus load-

ing displacement, using Hertz-based JKR prediction will 

cause deviation for indentation problem at high load. 

Therefore, the actual unloading curve (path AB in Fig. 2) 

is also based on the analytical solutions in Section 2.  

 

Fig. 2 Loading curve: a) load path OA obeys analytical 

prediction in Sec. 2; b) rigid-body displacement 

when the contact area remains unchanged. The val-

ues of displacement, force, and contact area at Point 

A and B are shown in the legend 

In this section, we treat this process according to 

the present analytical solution for different profiles of in-

denters, which is not just for the spherical Hertzian contact 

as in the original JKR paper. During step b), since the con-

tact area remains constant, the load decreases linearly (path 

AB in Fig. 2), so the linear equation of path AB can be 

expressed by:  

 

1

2 1 2 1( ),ctcF
F F

d 

 
 

− = − 
 

 (13) 

where: 2  is an unknown value; ( )
1

ctcF d


   represents 

the slope of line AB, and ( )
1

2 1( )ctcF d


  −  is the term 

for adhesion force. 

During step a), the elastic strain energy can be ob-

tained by integrating the load-displacement curve:  

 ( ) ( )
1

1 1 0
= ,ctcU F d


    (14) 

where: ( )ctcF   can be calculated by the analytical predic-

tions in Section 2 (Eqs. (7), (9) and (11)), and δ represents 

the variable of displacement. For point A, the elastic strain 

energy is denoted by U1, and the loading displacement is 

denoted by δ1.  

The loading displacement during the unloading 

process is unknown, which is downloading to δ = δ2, and 

the elastic strain energy becomes: 

 ( )
2

1
2 2  ,U F d




 =   (15) 

where: ( )2F   is unknown, and U2 represents the elastic 

strain energy of point B in Fig. 2.  

The total elastic strain energy can be obtained:  

 1 2 .eU U U= −  (16) 

If the energy per unit contact area is denoted as γ, 

the surface energy becomes –γAs, so the total potential 

energy Ut is:  

 ,t e ctcU U A= −  (17) 

where: Ue can be obtained by Eq. (16) and Actc represents 

the contact area, which can be obtained according to Sec-

tion 2 (Eqs. (8), (10), and (12)).  

At point B in Fig. 2, the system is in a critical 

equilibrium state. The equilibrium position is then deter-

mined by the condition:  

 0.t

s

U

A


=


 (18) 

According to the chain’s rule, the total potential 

energy can be rewritten as:  

 1

1

.e

ctc

U

A






 
=

 
 (19) 

Based on the approximate method proposed by 

Ciavarella [10], the final displacement has the form (which 

is Eq. (10) in Ref. [10],):  

 
2

2 1 2

1 1

2 / .ctc ctcA F
  

 

 
= −

 
 (20) 

In this way, the adhesion force Fad, real contact 

force Fs, and the real loading displacement ds for the inden-

tation model can be extended:  

 
2

2
  2 / ,ctc ctc ctc

ad

F A F
F

d d d

   

=−  
   

 (21) 

 
2

2
  2 / ,ctc ctc ctc

s ctc

F A F
F F

d d d

   

= −  
   

 (22) 

2

2
2 / .ctc ctc

s

A F
d d

d d

  

= −  
  

 (23) 

3.2. Analytical adhesive solution for asperities with differ-

ent profiles 

3.2.1. Rigid spherical indenter 

Based on the proposed solutions for spherical as-

perity (Eqs. (7) and (8)), the adhesion force can be derived 

according to the general method of Section 3.1. Take the 
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first and second derivative of contact radius actc over load- ing displacement, that is: 
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 − + +  + 
 

 

(25) 

 

According to Eq. (21) and the chain’s rule, the de-

rivative of contact area/contact force to loading displace-

ment can be expressed by:  

 2 ,ctc ctc ctc ctc
ctc

ctc

A A a a
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d a
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 (26) 
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(28)

 

Therefore, the adhesion force Fad, real contact 

force Fs, and the real loading displacement ds for the rigid 

spherical indentation model can be calculated according to 

Eqs. (21 – 28), which is still valid for high contact pres-

sure.  

3.2.2. Rigid sinusoidal indenter  

As stated in Section 2.1, Hertz-like solution for 

sinusoidal asperity is only valid at small load, so it is nec-

essary to get the accurate adhesion solution. The contact 

force can be written as a function of contact radius aatc, 

which has the form:  

 * 2 3 * 4 5

2 4
.

2 4

3 45
ctc ctc ctc

h h
F E a E a

w w
 = −  (29) 

According to chain’s law, derivate contact area 

Actc to loading displacement d: 

 2 ,ctc ctc ctc ctc
ctc

ctc

A A a a
a

d a d d


   
=  = 

   
 (30) 

where: 
ctca

d




 can be calculated by:  
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2 26 3 9 9
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d h h h

−
− 

     = − −  −        
 

 (31) 

Continue deviating, we can obtain:  
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1 1 32 212
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 (32) 

According to Eq. (29, 31, 32) and the chain’s law,  
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(34)

 

According to Eq. (13), the accurate loading inter-

ference becomes:  
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1
2 2
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 (35) 

 

When considering adhesion, the real contact force and the adhesion force can be expressed in the following 
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forms:  

 

3 5

2 2
* *3 9 1 16

,
3 9 1

4 6 6
4 16 2 5 4 16 2

s ad

hw d hw d
F E E F

h h 
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 * 2 2 * 4 4

2 2 2 4 2 2

4
2 2 2 .

9

ctc ctc ctc ctc
ad ctc ctc

ctc ctc

F A d a A dh h
F E a E a
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3.2.3. Rigid cone-shaped indenter  

Similar with the above analysis, according to Eqs. 

(11) and (12), the derivation is relatively simple for rigid 

cone-shaped indenter. When considering adhesion, the real 

loading displacement and the real contact force can be ex-

pressed by:  

 
2 2 *

4
2 ,ctc

s

ctc

A d
d d d d

F d E tan
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 (38) 
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11
* 22 32

* 2
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2

,
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 s ctc ad

Ed
F F F E d

tan
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= + = −  (39) 

which is another explicit form, but the same as Chapter 6 

in Ref. 25.  

3.3. Results and discussion 

In this section, we compare our model with the 

tradition theory by presenting the relationship between 

contact force, contact area and loading displacement. The 

influence of indenter shapes on contact responses is ana-

lyzed with consideration of adhesion as well. In present 

research, parameters of material property are taken as fol-

lows: the Young’s modulus is taken to be 250 GPa and the 

Possion’s ratio is taken to be 0.3. According to the material 

properties of polyethylene polyoxymethlene (POM) [27], 

the surface energy is taken to be 250 mJ/mm2. When the 

surface energy is ignored, that is, the surface energy is tak-

en to be γ = 0, the theoretical solution degrades to the basic 

Hertz or extended Hertz solution. Generally, the ratio of 

amplitude–to-wavelength h/λ has been restricted to 0.01< 

<h/λ<3, which covers most of the asperity shapes in realis-

tic engineering surface [28]. 

For the rigid sinusoidal indentation model, the 

contact force and the contact area can be normalized 

through F*=Fs/(E*hλ) and A*=As/λ2 to eliminate the asperity 

geometry effect. It can be seen from Fig. 3, a that when the 

adhesion force is not taken into consideration, the Hertz 

solution and the extended Hertz solution agree well with 

each other at small load level, but they gradually deviate 

with the increase of deformation. Using the extended-Hertz 

solution for this indentation model yields a slightly larger 

contact force for the same loading displacement. When the 

adhesion force is considered, the force will be negative 

when the load is small, as shown in the insert of Fig. 3, a. 

This is because the adhesion force exists: even if no extra 

load is applied, there exists a gravitational force between 

the interfaces. So, when loading is small, a pull-off zone 

exists, that is, the interface is in the tensile state. This is 

consistent with the phenomenon shown in Fig. 3, b. Differ-

ent from the Fig. 3, a, if adhesion is not considered, when 

the rigid indenter penetrates into the elastic substrate com-

pletely (complete contact), that is, the dimensionless load-

ing displacement d=h, the deviation of contact area pre-

dicted by Hertz solution and extended Hertz solution is up 

to 33% (as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 3, b. Based on 

this, when adhesion force is taken into account, the contact 

area predicted by our model and JKR model will also have 

a large deviation under the condition of full contact, as 

shown by the solid line in Fig. 3, b. This directly leads to 

the difference of contact force contact area prediction, and  

 

a 

 

b 

Fig. 3 Comparison with traditional Hertz model and JKR 

model when using extended-Hertz solution on non-

adhesive and adhesive models (dash lines and solid 

lines, respectively): a) force versus loading dis-

placement; b) area versus loading displacement; c) 

force-area relationship. The inserts show the pull-off 

zone in the case of small loading conditions 
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this relationship is one of the most concerned problems in 

the research field of contact mechanics. This again empha-

sizes the significance of exactly describing the gap profile. 

It will be more accurate to use the extended-Hertz solution 

to predict adhesion effect and the rough surface analysis. 

Different from the Fig. 3, a, if adhesion is not 

considered, when the rigid indenter penetrates into the 

elastic substrate completely (complete contact), that is, the 

dimensionless loading displacement d=h, the deviation of 

contact area predicted by Hertz solution and extended 

Hertz solution is up to 33% (as shown by the dotted line in 

Fig. 3, b. Based on this, when adhesion force is considered, 

the contact area predicted by our model and JKR model 

will also have a large deviation under the condition of full 

contact, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3, b. This direct-

ly leads to the difference of contact force contact area pre-

diction, and this relationship is one of the most concerned 

problems in the research field of contact mechanics. This 

again emphasizes the significance of exactly describing the 

gap profile. It will be more accurate to use the extended-

Hertz solution to predict adhesion effect and the rough 

surface analysis. 

Different from the spherical indenter with a fixed 

curvature radius, the sinusoidal indenter and the cone-

shaped indenter have different combinations of aspect ratio 

(h/λ or h/w), which can characterize the rough surface in 

detail. For a single indentation model, different profiles 

affect the contact relationships significantly. It can be seen 

in Fig. 4, a that the maximum negative force value (maxi-

mum pull-off force) increases with the decrease of aspect 

ratio. This is because a larger force is required when pull-

ing the smoother surface apart. This result is consistent 

with Fig. 4, b. Fig. 4, b shows that the influence of indenter 

shapes on the area-loading displacement relationship is 

more significant. This again emphasizes that the adhesion 

effect affects the whole contact response mainly through 

the area displacement relationship. If adhesion is not taken 

into consideration, the contact response coincides with 

each other even if the profile changes, as shown by the 

solid line in Fig. 4, c, but the asperity shape affects the 

contact responses greatly when adhesion is considered. 

The influence of the adhesive force on the contact response 

increases with the decrease of the asperity ratio h/λ. This is 

because the smoothness of the surface decreases as the 

ratio h/λ decreases. Adhesive contact is more easily to oc-

cur for smooth surfaces, just as contact between glasses. 

For cone-shaped indenter, the influence of adhesion force 

on the force versus loading displacement relationship can 

be ignored, and the contact relationship is still affected by 

the area displacement relationship, as shown in Figs. 4, d- 

and 4, e. Unlike the sinusoidal indenter, there is no obvious 

pull-out zone for the conical indenter model when taking 

adhesion into consideration, as shown in Figs. 4, d-f. The 

force area relationship in Fig. 4, f is nearly linear, which 

means that the contact response is more easily to be pre-

dicted by analytical method, and it is easier to be used in 

engineering. When the value of adhesion force equals to 

the force predicted by extended-Hertz solution, the contact 

radius in self-equilibrium status can be obtained. In this 

case, the objects will stick together due to the action of 

adhesion force, resulting in extrusion deformation, even if 

no external load is applied. When ( ) 0ctc ad ctcF F a −  = , 
 

 

a 

 

b 

Fig. 4 The contact and adhesive responses of different pro-

files of indenters: For sinusoidal indenter, a) dimen-

sionless force versus loading displacement relation-

ship; b) dimensionless area versus loading dis-

placement relationship; c) dimensionless force ver-

sus area relationship. For cone-shaped indenter, d) 

dimensionless force versus loading displacement re-

lationship; e) dimensionless area versus loading dis-

placement relationship; f) dimensionless force ver-

sus area relationship 
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the system is in a critical state of minimum energy. When 

the force is at the minimum value (maximum negative val-

ue), it represents the pull off force, representing the mini-

mum force needed to separate the two objects, which is a 

very important physical quantity. The corresponding con-

tact radius is critical contact radius, which can be investi-

gated easily in experiments. It is worth noting that as an 

improved model of spherical indenter (sinusoidal profile 

indenter), an obvious pull-off zone exists, and the force-

area relationship is non-linear, as shown in Figs. 4, a-c. But 

the pull-off zone does not exist in the adhesive behaviors 

of cone-shaped indenter, and the force versus area relation-

ship behaves linearly, as shown in Figs. 4, d-f. 

4. Application to rough surface contact 

In Section 3, we presented the consequence of 

using adhesion theroy based on extended-Hertz solution to 

describe the mechanical response of a single asperity. In 

this section, we focus on the consequences of using the 

proposed adhesive solution for multi-sinusoidal/cone-

shaped indenters in contact with an elastic substrate. The 

modeling of contact between two rough surfaces is usually 

simplified by a flat surface and a rough surface: one of 

them is rigid, and the other is deformable. In the previous 

studies, some rough surface models considered flattening 

(a rigid flat in contact with a deformable rough surface), 

while others considered indentation (a rigid rough surface 

in contact with a deformable substrate). For example, 

Kogut and Etsion [29] simplified the contact problem into 

the flattening of the deformable rough surface (flatening 

problem), while Yin and Komvopoulos [30] investigated a 

rigid rough surface penetrated into a flat substrate 

(indentation problem). In present section, we model the 

discrete indentation model by assuming that the rigid 

rough surface is composed of a series of indenters, which 

is in contact with a soft elastic substrate.  

The contact of the surface is analyzed through 

discrete GW modeling: a typical approch for modeling 

rough surfaces, whose height follows a Gaussian 

distribution with the average value AVG(h) and standard 

deviation σ. We assume that all summits have the same 

base width λ, but different heights. If the individual summit 

come into contact with the soft substrate, it keeps in 

contact from now on. We define the surface roughness 

parameter as β = σ/AVG(h), i.e., the ratio between standard 

deviation and average of the Gaussian distribution. In fact, 

according to Section 3.2, the aspect ratio h/λ is also a 

parameter to characterize surface roughness. Fig. 5 shows 

a simple schematic of this model：the heights of the rigid 

rough surface follow Gaussian distribution. The dash and 

solid line represent the initial and present position, 

respectively.   Since  the rough  surface is rigid,   it will not 

 

 

Fig. 5 Schematic of the problem: the rigid wavy surface is 

in contact with a soft elastic substrate  
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deform during the loading process. The contact force and 

area can be calculated by 
1 1

,
N N

i ii i
F F A A

= =
= =  , where 

Fi and Ai are the contact force and the contact area of each 

single indenter i, and they can be calculated according to 

Section 2 and 3.  

The influence of randomness decreases as the 

number of asperities increases, ultimately recovering a 

Gaussian distribution in terms of heights. In present study, 

the total number of asperities is chosen to be N = 10000 in 

the discrete GW model, which is the minimum value of 

eliminating influence of random parameters. For a rough 

surface which is composed of sinusoidal asperities and 

conical asperities (with the same average roughness), 

shows the contact response of surfaces with different 

roughness and different surface energy can be seen from 

Fig. 6. Fig. 6, a compares the force versus loading dis-

placement relationship of rough surface with different 

roughness parameters. The dash lines represent the results 

when adhesion is not considered, while the solid lines rep-

resent the adhesive results. It should be noted that although 

our program is valid for complete contact, Fig. 6, a only 

shows the contact relationships when the dimensionless 

loading displacement is no more than 0.2 h. This is due to 

the completely different behaviour of adhesion effect at the 

initial stage of loading process, which needs to be paid 

special attention. Different from the non-adhesive discrete 

model, the force versus loading displacement relationship 

for the discrete model considering adhesion does not in-

crease monotonically,   but   decreases   at   first   and  then  

 

 
a 

 
b 

 

c 

   

d 

Fig. 6 Comparison of discrete GW model without adhe-

sion and adhesive rough surface model with dif-

ferent surface roughness and surface energy: a) 

dimensionless force versus loading displacement 

relationship with different surface roughness for 

rough surface composed of sinusoidal indenters; 

b) dimensionless force versus loading displace-

ment relationship with different surface energy 

for rough surface composed of sinusoidal indent-

ers (the scatters represent the pull-off force); c) 

dimensionless force versus area relationship with 

different surface energy for rough surface com-

posed of sinusoidal indenters; d) dimensionless 

force versus loading displacement relationship 

with different surface roughness for rough surface 

composed of cone-shaped indenters; e) dimen-

sionless force versus loading displacement rela-

tionship with different surface energy for rough 

surface composed of cone-shaped indenters; f) 

dimensionless force versus area relationship with 

different surface energy for rough surface com-

posed of cone-shaped indenters 
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increases. This is because a pull-off zone exists in rough 

surface analysis, which is similar with single indentation 

model in Section 3. Fig. 6, b shows the contact responses 

of rough surface with different surface energy. The value 

of critical pull-off force increases with the increasing of 

surface energy. The state of pull-off force is a critical equi-

librium state, which is denoted by the scatters. This is also 

consistent with the result in Fig. 6, c. The nonmonotonicity 

of the dimensionless force-area curve shows that it is more 

difficult to pull the two surfaces apart when surface energy 

is larger. Unlike the above results, for rigid rough surface-

with cone-shaped indenters, the effect of roughness on 

contact response is not obvious, as shown in Fig. 6, d. The 

pull-off zone does not exist, which means it is easier to 

separate the two surfaces. With the decreasing of surface 

energy, the contact response tends to approach the contact 

response predicted by discrete GW model without consid-

eration of adhesion, as shown in Fig. 6, e. Different from 

the results in Fig. 6, c, Fig. 6, f shows that the dimension-

less force versus area relationship is generally linear, 

which is convenient to predict contact relationships in en-

gineering. Generally speaking, surface roughness can 

greatly reduce the adhesion between solids, and the surface 

energy has great influence on the contact response. It tends 

to be closer to non-sticky contact with the decreasing of 

surface energy, and the critical equilibrium state changes 

with the asperity profile, surface roughness, and surface 

energy.  

5. Conclusion 

The adhesion behaviour between interfaces is 

widely investigated in engineering and scientific research. 

However, due to the complexity of the loading conditions 

and the surface topography, the traditional adhesion theo-

ries such as JKR theory, cannot capture the adhesion effect 

between surfaces. In order to better understand the adhe-

sion behavior between contact surfaces, we investigated 

the adhesive responses according to the improved elastic 

analytical solutions for single indenter. Based on this, we 

further studied the adhesive responses of rough surface 

modelling as well. It provides a theoretical basis for pre-

dicting the contact response between surfaces when the 

adhesion force is considered. The conclusions of the pre-

sent study are:  

1. According to the accurate description of the 

contact region, an analytical solution is first derived for 

rigid indenters in contact with an elastic soft substrate, 

which is still valid for complete contact. For spherical and 

sinusoidal indenter, the analysis is based on Steuermann 

solution, while for cone-shaped indenter, the analysis is 

based on method of dimensionality reduction. These ana-

lytical solutions are the theoretical basis of adhesive con-

tact modeling and rough surface analysis later.  

2. Except spherical indenter under small strain 

condition, the commonly used Hertz solution and the con-

ventional JKR theory cannot be directly used for other pro-

files of indenters and near complete contact. Based on the 

elastic responses for near complete contact, the adhesive 

effect is then taken into consideration in the frame of JKR 

theory, and accurate analytical solutions are provided for 

different shapes of indenters. The results show that there 

exists an obvious pull-off zone for sinusoid-shaped indent-

er, but there is no such zone for cone-shaped indenter, in-

dicating that adhesion is more easily to happen for smooth 

and geometrically continuous surfaces. 

3. In addition to the above theory which is based 

on single indentation model to describe the adhesion phe-

nomenon, a multi-asperities model is also proposed to de-

scribe the adhesion behaviour between rough surfaces. 

This provides a method for the investigation of adhesion 

properties of rough surfaces with complex morphologies. 

The results show that both surface roughness and surface 

energy affect the adhesion and contact properties of rough 

surfaces. Surface roughness can be characterized by two 

parameters (individual indenter profile and random distri-

bution parameter). With the increasing of surface rough-

ness, the adhesion force will be greatly reduced. The con-

tact response will be closer to non-adhesive contact with 

the decreasing of surface energy. 

Appendix: Analytical and FEM solutions of cone-

shaped indenter 

For the contact problem between a cone and an 

elastic half-space (Fig. 1, c), the reduction method can be 

used to calculate the contact radius and the normal force as 

a function of the indentation depth.  

According to the Method of Dimensionality Re-

duction proposed by Popov 25, 26] the form of the cone 
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can be described by the equation ( )f r tan r= , and the 

one-dimensional profile is given by g(x)= ( / 2) | | .tan x   

According to the geometry relationship of the contact re-

gion in Fig. 1, d, the deformation of the substrate can be 

expressed by:  

 ( ) | |,
2

zu x d tan x


= −    (40) 

where: ( ) 0zu a = , at the boundary of the contact region. 

Therefore, the contact radius is the function of loading 

displacement, which has the form:  

 
2

.
d

a
tan 

=   (41) 

The normal force is obtained by Eq. (42) (see Eq. 

(3.10) in Ref. [26]).  
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Fig. 7, a shows an example of the employed mesh 

of the cone-shaped indentation model. The contact re-

sponse obtained by FEM simulation corresponds well with 

the analytical solution (Eq. (38)), indicating that the analyt-

ical solution is still valid for complete contact. 

 

a 

 

b 

Fig. 7 (a) Axisymmetric mesh example for the cone-shaped 

indentation model; (b) comparison of the analytical 

solution and FEM results 
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EFFECT OF SURFACE ADHESION ON THE ROUGH 

CONTACT RESPONSE NEAR COMPLETE CONTACT 

S u m m a r y 

The adhesion phenomena between interfaces are 

widely investigated in engineering and scientific research. 

Due to the complexity of loading condition and surface 

topography, the traditional adhesive theory has many limi-

tations. To better understand the adhesive properties of 

rough surfaces, we release the restrictions of classical JKR 

theory and propose a new adhesive model for single asperi-

ty. Initiated by this, a discrete rough surface contact model 

is presented, which extends the application scope of the 

traditional theory. The results show that adhesion is more 

easily to happen for smooth and geometrically continuous 

surfaces. The overall adhesion effect will be reduced in 

rough surface analysis with the increasing of surface 

roughness and the decreasing of surface energy. Our re-

search sheds light on the understanding of the adhesion 

between solids and provides a theoretical guidance for the 

design of adhesion biomimetic materials and MEMS sys-

tems. 
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